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	History of Interior Design, 9781118403518 (1118403517), John Wiley & Sons, 2013

	This classic reference presents the history of interior design from prehistory to the present. Exploring a broad range of design styles and movements, this revised and expanded edition includes coverage of non-Western design and vernacular interior architecture and features 665 photographs and drawings (color and black-and-white).  A History of Interior Design is an essential resource for practicing and aspiring professionals in interior design, art history, and architecture, and general readers interested in design and the decorative arts.
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The Sci-Fi Movie Guide: The Universe of Film from Alien to ZardozVisible Ink Press, 2014

	Once upon a time, science fiction was only in the future. It was the stuff of drive-ins and cheap double-bills. Then, with the ever-increasing rush of new, society-altering technologies, science fiction pushed its way to the present, and it busted out of the genre ghetto of science fiction and barged its way into the mainstream. What used...


		

Websphere J2Ee Application Development for the IBM Iseries ServerIBM Press, 2002
WebSphere Application Server 4.0 delivers the Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) implementation. It is the IBM strategic Web application server and a key IBM iSeries product for enabling e-business applications. The iSeries server and WebSphere Application Server are a perfect match for hosting e-business applications. You can build J2EE applications...

		

Beginning T-SQL 2012 (Beginning Apress)Apress, 2012

	I never thought I’d be writing a technical book. I have a MA in English Literature so I always pictured myself sitting in an oak paneled room surrounded by books and attentive students listening to me pontificating on the latest criticism of 19th Century novels. It didn’t take me long to realize though that path wasn’t for...





	

Memetics and Evolutionary Economics: To Boldly Go Where no Meme has Gone Before (Economic Complexity and Evolution)Springer, 2020

	
		This book explores the question of whether and how meme theory or “memetics” can be fruitfully utilized in evolutionary economics and proposes an approach known as “economemetics” which is a combination of meme theory and complexity theory that has the potential to combat the fragmentation of evolutionary...



		

Her Place at the Table : A Woman's Guide to Negotiating Five Key Challenges to Leadership SuccessJossey-Bass, 2004
Ideal for women dealing with demanding roles, this practical guide provides a framework for securing leadership positions and overcoming resistance to their leadership.

”Women roar,” exclaims management guru Tom Peters.  “Want a leader?” asks BusinessWeek. “Hire a woman.” This list of women...


		

The Ubiquitous Roles of Cytochrome P450 Proteins: Metal Ions in Life SciencesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	Helmut Sigel, Astrid Sigel and Roland K.O. Sigel, in close cooperation with John Wiley & Sons launch a new Series “Metal Ions in Life Sciences”.


	There exists a whole range of books on Cytochromes P450, but none with the focus of this volume. This new volume in the Series concentrates on current hot topics in the...
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